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Abstract  
Islamic managing an account and fund as an industry is developing at a remarkable rate. Presently, there are 
around 270 Islamic banks worldwide with a business sector promotion in abundance of US$13 billion. The 
resources of Islamic banks worldwide are assessed at more than US$265 billion and budgetary ventures are 
above US$400 billion. Islamic bank stores are assessed at over US$202 billion worldwide with a normal 
development of somewhere around 10 and 20 percent. Besides, Islamic bonds are right now assessed at around 
US$30 billion. Also, Islamic value stores are assessed at more than US$3.3 billion worldwide with a 
development of more than 25 percent more than seven years and the worldwide Takaful premium is assessed at 
around US$2 billion. Islamic fund is established chiefly on the disallowance of riba'. Subsequently, the 
fundamental point of Islamic managing an account and money is to give an Islamic different option for the 
routine framework that is in light of riba'. As an different option for riba', the benefit and misfortune sharing 
courses of action are held as a perfect method of financing in Islamic account. 
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Introduction  
It is normal that this benefit and misfortune sharing will fundamentally uproot the discriminatory circulation of 
wage and riches and may prompt a more proficient and ideal assignment of assets when contrasted with the 
hobby based framework. In this way, it will guarantee equity between the gatherings included as the arrival to 
the bet on money is reliant on the operational aftereffects of the business person (Siddiqi, 2001).In analyzing the 
advancement of Islamic account, one can undoubtedly watch that the early "hopeful" vision has altogether 
changed in rehearse. Visionary, liberal and down to earth ways to deal with Islamic managing an account what's 
more, back can be recognized in a continuum (Saeed, 2004). The dreamer methodology looks to keep up the 
applicable contracts that were created in the sharia in the traditional period. 
At the inverse end of the continuum are those researchers who contend that the term ribha 'does not 
incorporate present day bank premium. Between these two extremes lies the realistic methodology, which is 
sufficiently reasonable to see that the dreamer model of Islamic keeping money has noteworthy issues regarding 
achievability furthermore, reasonableness, however which in the meantime keeps up the understanding of 
ribha'as hobby. Added to this continuum, can be an option romantic approach that mixes the sober minded 
methodology and socially dependable financing where Islamic banks offer Islamic money for microfinance 
purposes.  
The above advancement of Islamic saving money and fund hypothesis and practice incited the Institute 
of Islamic Banking and Finance, Universal Islamic University (IIUM), to arrange the IIUM Universal 
Conference on Islamic Banking and Finance 2007 (IICiBF). The gathering was held in Kuala Lumpur from 23-
25 April 2007 with the topic "Innovative work: The Bridge between Beliefs and Realities." More particularly, 
the gathering looked to give a parkway for presentation and trade of thoughts on territories of change in the 
improvement of the Islamic managing an account and money industry.  
The gathering likewise talked about examination discoveries and contemporary issues of Islamic 
keeping money and back as a methods for viable commitment to the advancement and advancement of the 
Islamic saving money and account industry. There were 50 papers chose for presentation in the meeting out of 
more than 100 papers got. The rundown of the papers acknowledged is given in the Appendix. Four papers were 
chosen from the meeting for this unique issue of the IIUM Diary of Economics and Management. The papers are 
a follows: 
1. "A Critical Appraisal on the Challenges of Realizing al-Sharia in Islamic Banking and Finance" by Asyraf 
Wajdi Dusuki and Abdulazeem Abozaid.  
2. "Conceptualization of the Second Best Solution in Overcoming the Social Failure of Islamic Finance: 
Examining the Overwhelming of Homoislamicus by Homoeconomicus" by Mehmet Asutay. Microfinance" by 
Rodney Wilson.  
3. "Organization Problems inmurabiha Financing: The Case of Sharia (Rural) Banks in Indonesia" by 
Muhammad Akhyar Adnan and Muhammad. The above papers, on the other hand, were chosen not as the best 
papers but rather maybe to speak to the overwhelming topics and issues thoroughly examined also, discussed 
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amid the above said gathering. The issues discussed incorporated the difference between the hypothesis and 
routine of Islamic financial matters and fund; whether the way Islamic banks are organized also, current Islamic 
budgetary items offered had the capacity accomplish the goals of shira; how to give an Islamic different option 
for microfinance and simple access of Islamic fund to poor people; and experimental issues, for example, 
organization issues in offering Islamic value financing ( murabiha). This early on note will endeavor to give an 
review of the papers and to ponder on a percentage of the related issues raised.  
 
Reinvigorating the Goals of Shira and Islamic Economics  
A down to earth move in Islamic keeping money and account is the verging on complete move from evidently 
Profit and Loss Sharing (PLS) saving money to a deals based and obligation based framework (Saeed, 2004). 
The writing of the 1960s and 1970s was clear that Islamic keeping money and account ought to be in light of 
PLS. Aside from the relationship between the bank and the contributor, in which a type of PLS that is in view of 
murabiha is organized, Islamic banks in the lion's share now dodge PLS as the most critical premise for their 
venture exercises.  
Rather, such exercises work to a great extent on the premise of agreement that are considered "imprint 
up" based, for example, murabiha, salam, ijerah or istasina. For the greater part of their venture operations, 
Islamic banks have selected these imprint up based, generally safe contracts, which are comparable, in a few 
regards to loaning on the premise of altered hobby. All the while, the utilization of not so much secure but rather 
more hazardous contracts, for example,murabiha what's more, musharakah have been significantly decreased to 
just a little share of benefits on the speculation side. The principal paper by Dusuki and Abozaid (2007) inspects 
and examines the incorporate current bank premium. 
Between these two extremes lies the commonsense methodology, which is sufficiently practical to see 
that the optimist model of Islamic keeping money has huge issues regarding plausibility above difficulties for the 
best possible acknowledgment of maqid al-shariain Islamic managing an account and fund. The fundamental 
center of the paper is to deliver the need to revitalize Islamic managing an account and money practices taking 
into account a fitting comprehension and usage of the maqid of shira. 
Dusuki and Abozaid (2007) battle that the procurement of value based financing by Islamic banks will 
better serve the Islamic financial destinations including social equity, monetary development, productivity and 
security. This is in accordance with the perspectives of prior era of Islamic financial experts, for example, 
Nejatullah Siddiqui, Umar Chapra and others. The creators further bolster their cases in view of later 
experimental studies, for example, those of Al-Harran (1990), Haron (1996) also, Yousef (2004). Dusuki and 
Abozaid discriminatingly address the reasons regularly put forward by the present Islamic banks that there is a 
need to encourage the advancement of another industry and to guarantee the maintainability of Islamic 
framework inside of the structure of the customary framework. The creators, then again, guarantee that every one 
of these reasons are misinformed supports and the cutting edge approach in Islamic managing an account has 
treated musmha (open enthusiasm) as need over text based sources. 
The paper at that point underpins this case in view of the contentions over the application of the idea of 
baimujal. This idea has been broadly utilized as a part of most Islamic obligation financings in South East Asia. 
Dusuki and Abozaid claim that lawful traps  have been utilized to dodge ribha'and this is an ill-use of the deal 
contract. Thusly, the creators arrange the targets of Islamic law (shira) into two i.e. full scale  (intrigues or 
advantages to the general prosperity and welfare of the monetary framework) and miniaturized scale(advantages 
relating to certain people in budgetary exchanges). It is contended that on account of bayc al-c¥nah, the 
exchange will advantage specific people in the exchange (smaller scale) yet to the detriment of the large scale on 
the other hand all the more particularly, the objectives of Islamic law of exchanges. 
The paper by Dusuki and Abozaid presumes that all together for the al-shariain Islamic keeping money 
and account to be accomplished, all of its exchanges must be sharia consistent not just in its structures and 
legitimate details, yet all the more critically the financial substance. Such that if the monetary substance of a 
given exchange is indistinguishable to that of a precluded exchange, then this must render the exchange 
impermissible paying little heed to its authoritative document. 
Accordingly, there is a need to recognize admissibility and legitimacy of monetary contracts. The 
legitimacy of the agreement should likewise be controlled by niyyah (expectation) furthermore, the reason or the 
substance of the agreement, and not simply by furthermore, reasonableness, however which in the meantime 
keeps up the elucidation of ribha'as hobby. Added to this continuum, can be an option visionary approach that 
mixes the commonsense methodology and socially underlining on the structure or the structure of the agreement 
alone. 
The fitting usage of Islamic money related contracts is urgent not just to accomplish the destinations of 
Islamic law, however at the same time to advance financial and social equity. This is likewise the premise of the 
foundation of Islamic banks in any case. The following paper by Asutay (2007) further talks about the above 
issues by concentrating on the regulating presumptions of Islamic financial matters. 
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The paper affirms that the present practices of Islamic account overwhelmed by obligation financing 
does not bolster, nor is it bolstered by the regulating presumptions of Islamic financial aspects. The present 
businesslike methodology is firmly alluded to as internationalization of "industrialist" cravings into Islamic 
money. The points of Asutay's paper is to highlight the "strain" between Islamic financial matters and Islamic 
back by especially making reference to its members as homoislamicus and homoeconomicus.  
The paper additionally alludes to its establishments, including the political economy of their build as far 
as standardizing and positive standards, and results of both standards. The paper underscores that Islamic 
financial matters has an awesome potential to make a moral Islamic budgetary framework in which its ethicality 
ought not be consigned just to the end of ribha'. Asutay abridges the foundational sayings, conceptualization and 
suspicions of Islamic financial matters ideal model including tawid, al-'adl wa'l-iúsn, tazkiyah and others 
concisely.  
In light of these aphorisms, the paper contends that Islamic financial aspects can be portrayed as a two-
dimensional utility capacity (present and the great beyond) which speaks to homoislamicus inclinations. Then 
again, the ordinary financial framework is a one-dimensional utility capacity which speaks to home economics 
inclinations or the monetary individual in a business sector framework.  
By citing different past exact studies, the paper exhibits that Islamic saving money and budgetary 
establishments have selected for a more gainful Islamic financing, for example, murabiha at the cost of 
musarakah. The paper infers that Islamic managing an account furthermore, back has digressed from the 
optimistic stand of Islamic financial aspects. The fundamental reason, as interestingly set forward by the paper, 
is because of a reasonable demeanor in light of positivism instead of the regularizing aphorisms forced on, or 
appointed by, Islamic financial matters. Asutay is not just concentrating on the dissimilarity between Islamic 
financial aspects and Islamic fund, additionally gives what he calls the second best arrangement. 
The best arrangement is the place Islamic keeping money and account ought to be rebuilt to fuse the 
real speak to dependable financing where Islamic banks offer Islamic money for microfinance purposes. The 
above improvement of Islamic saving money and account hypothesis and practice provoked the Institute of 
Islamic Banking and Finance, Worldwide Islamic University (IIUM), to compose the IIUM Worldwide 
Conference on Islamic Banking and Finance 2007 (IICiBF). The meeting was held in Kuala Lumpur from 23-25 
April 2007 with the subject "Innovative work: The Bridge between Goals and Realities." More particularly, the 
meeting tried to give a street for presentation and trade of thoughts on zones of change in the advancement of the 
Islamic keeping money and fund industry.  
The meeting additionally examined examination discoveries and contemporary issues of Islamic saving 
money and fund as a methods for successful commitment to the improvement and advancement of the Islamic 
keeping money and fund industry. There were 50 papers chose for presentation in the meeting out of more than 
100 papers got. The rundown of the papers acknowledged is given in the Appendix. Four papers were chosen 
from the meeting for this uncommon issue of the IIUM Diary of Economics. 
 
Conclusion  
The call for Islamic banking and finance to realize the goals of sharia (Dusuki and Abozaid) and the axioms of 
the Islamic economic paradigm (Asutay) is not something new. This has been a challenging task for Islamic 
banks since the beginning of the development of Islamic banking (e.g. Ziaudin, 1991). The fact that most of the 
Islamic banks and financial institutions are commercially based, the profit criterion will always supersede social 
obligations. As Asutay correctly asserts, Islamic banks and financial institutions reflect the internalization of 
‘capitalist’ desires into Islamic finance, whereby profit criterion would always be the ‘bottom line.’ 
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